
What’s  new  in  MA-All-in-one
0.40.0?
Greetings!
I’m thrilled to announce the release of MA-All-in-one version
0.40.0!  For  those  unfamiliar  with  MA-All-in-one,  it’s  a
comprehensive collection of all the apps and games I have
developed, as well as those I will develop in the future.
From first-person shooter games to police chase games, from
memory and sports games to rhythm action games, from board
games to card games, from media-related apps to an accessible
Telegram client—MA-All-in-one has it all!
With over fifteen apps and more than twenty games, there’s an
entire  world  of  entertainment  and  utility  waiting  to  be
discovered by you.
Curious for more details? Here they are:
MA-All-in-one 0.40.0 – English review
MA All in one 0.40.0 – Farsi review
Endless objects – Official Trailer
MAWorld – Official trailer
It’s page where you can find all info about it
Release date: Tuesday, May 02, 2023
Current version: 0.40.0

Included features

Applications:
Accessibility Apps:1.

Accessigram (Accessible Telegram)
Color Detector
Font reader

Clients:2.
ChatGPT client

Media-related Apps:3.

https://mahdiabedi.com/whats-new-in-ma-all-in-one-0-40-0/
https://mahdiabedi.com/whats-new-in-ma-all-in-one-0-40-0/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hje98Ve7Wk4&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVuiFAVRhio&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZwXL9ytFwk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajhgvjpUzDk&t=35s
https://mahdiabedi.com/maallinone


Media Converter
Media Downloader
Media Player

Miscellaneous Apps:4.
Audio-Image Merger
CD Drive Controller
MA Midi Keyboard
Text to speech converter

Productivity Apps:5.
MANotepad
MATranslate

Games:
Board Games:1.

Chess
Snakes and Ladders

Card Games:2.
1000 Miles
Crazy eights
Escoba
Ninety nine
Scopa
War

FPS Games:3.
MAWorld

Memory Games:4.
Mathematical Operations
Recall Numbers

Miscellaneous Games:5.
Endless objects
General Knowledge
Russian Roulette

Rhythm action Games:6.
Bop it

Sports Games:7.
Pong



Showdown

Supported operating systems
Windows operating systems:

windows 7 SP1(*) (x64, x86)
Windows 8.1 (x64, x86)
Windows 10 Version 1607+ ()x64, x86, Arm64)
Windows 11 Version 22000+ (x64, x86, Arm64)
Windows Server 2012+ (x64, x86)
Windows Server Core 2012+ (x64, x86)
Nano Server Version 1809+ (x64)

Price
€2 Euros per month.

Download and purchase
Download link
MA-All-in-one monthly license key purchase link
And here’s it’s changelog!

Changes:

Changes of version 0.40.0 (Thursday, June
06, 2024)

MAWorld: Fixed when enemies fall.
Snakes and ladders: Fixed climbing the stairs.
Forcibly recoded the entire sound system.
Media  player:  It’s  now  possible  to  download  the
currently  playing  link  or  search  result  by  pressing
Alt+D.
With the growing number of games and apps within MA-All-

https://mahdiabedi.com/MA-All-in-one.exe
https://mahdiabedi.com/product/ma-all-in-one-monthly-license-key/


in-One, each new version will now include ten changes
instead of five, starting from the next version.

Changes  of  version  0.39.0  (Sunday,  May
26, 2024)

Russian roulette: Fixed player turns.
Russian roulette: It’s no longer possible to fire the
gun endlessly.
Games: Fixed exiting from each game.
Snakes and ladders: Fixed dice roling from computer’s
side.
MAWorld: When you shoot an enemy or an enemy shoots
another, the shooter becomes the target of the one who
was shot.

Changes of version 0.38.0 (Wednesday, May
15, 2024)

MAWorld: Enemies can now turn to their target while
shooting them.
MAWorld:  Made  bullets  much  more  realistic  thanks  to
Mahdi Ebrahim Davali for their suggestions.
MAWorld: Recoded how enemies move.
MAWorld: Recoded how enemies find their Target.
MAWorld: Recoded how enemies fire their weapon.

Changes of version 0.37.0 (Tuesday, May
14, 2024)

Games: Fixed the sound system.
MAWorld: Weapons as well as their Corresponding ammos
can now be found within collectable items.
MAWorld: Items of the died enemies can now be picked up.
MAWorld: Bullets can now break items.
MAWorld: Added sword parrying.



Changes  of  version  0.36.0  (Monday,  May
13, 2024)

MAWorld: Added new items.
MAWorld: Added an inventory system.
Miscellaneous apps: Added a new app: Text to speech
converter.
MA-All-in-one is now X86 compatible.
Accessibility apps: Added a new app: Font reader.

Changes  of  version  0.35.0  (Thursday,
April 25, 2024)

MAWorld: Shifted the game from online to offline status
due to current lack of online expertise.
MAWorld: Added enemies.
MAWorld: You can now check the list of your kills by
pressing K.
MAWorld: Added over 8 new weapons.
MAWorld: Added items.

Changes of version 0.34.0 (Sunday, April
21, 2024)

Media player: Youtube links now play correctly.
Improvement: Window handling.
Media downloader: Recoded the download progress bar.
Mathematical operations: Added the following operations:
Exponents, Square Roots, and Percentages.
Changes  list  is  now  included  within  the  collection
itself rather than a text file.

Changes  of  version  0.33.0  (Wednesday,
April 17, 2024)

Media downloader: Optimized the downloader to make it



faster than before.
Added an about section.
Miscellaneous apps: Added a new app: MA Midi Keyboard.
Media player: It’s now possible to search YouTube by
pressing Control+Y.
Media player: It’s now possible to listen to online
radios by pressing Control+R.

Changes of version 0.32.0 (Friday, March
29, 2024)

Card games: Added a new game: Ninety-nine.
Card games: Added a new game: Scopa.
Card games: Added a new game: Escoba.
Games: R now speaks the current round in round-based
games.
Media downloader: YouTube playlists now have their own
folder after downloading.

Changes of version 0.31.0 (Friday, March
22, 2024)

Card games: Fixed 1000 miles.
Games: Added bots to the following games: Card games,
Russian roulette.
Games:  Pressing  W  now  displays  the  total  number  of
players in bot-added games.
Card games: Pressing C now shows the last card on the
table.
Games: Pressing T now indicates whose turn it currently
is in bot-added games.

Changes  of  version  0.30.0  (Wednesday,
March 20, 2024)

Endless objects: Added police cars.



MA-All-in-one now loads faster than before.
Endless  Objects:  Police  cars  are  now  capable  of
colliding with other objects.
Card games: Added a new game: Crazy eights.
Card games: Recoded war.

Changes of version 0.29.0 (Monday, March
18, 2024)

Improved the online translator to be faster than before.
It’s now possible to select the input and output devices
when launching MA-All-in-one for the first time.
Sport games: You’ll now be notified of game stats when
each game ends.
Endless  objects:  Added  the  following  passing  ways:
Horse, Scoreboard, Bicycle, Car.
Endless objects: Added items.

Changes of version 0.28.0 (Sunday, March
17, 2024)

Sport games: Added a new game: Pong.
Miscellaneous games: Added a new game: Endless objects.
Fixed exiting from each app or game.
Added a new category for Games: Rhythm action games.
Rhythm action games: Added a new game: Bop it.

Changes of version 0.27.0 (Tuesday, March
12, 2024)

MANotepad: Fixed document management.
MANotepad: When going to the previous page of a document
by hand, It no longer goes to where page starts at.
MANotepad: It’s now possible to open and OCR images.
Apps:  Removed  MA  OCR  as  MANotepad  performs  OCR
operations from now on.



Media Player: Fixed file sorting while navigating to the
next/previous file.

Changes  of  version  0.26.0  (Thursday,
February 29, 2024)

MANotepad: Added options sub menu.
MANotepad: Sounds can now be muted and unmuted from the
options sub menu.
MA OCR: You can now save the recognized text by pressing
Control+S.
MANotepad: It’s now possible to OCR images automatically
when opening a document if needed. Toggleable in options
sub menu.
Media downloader: It’s now possible to download a list
of URLs contained in a file.

Changes  of  version  0.25.0  (Wednesday,
February 28, 2024)

Apps:  PDF  management  is  now  better  than  before  in
required apps.
MANotepad:  Added  page  support  to  text  files  and
specifically to MAT (MAText) file format.
MANotepad: You can now search between pages by pressing
Alt+G.
MANotepad: You can now find text by pressing Control+F.
MANotepad: You can now move between lines by pressing
Control+G.

Changes  of  version  0.24.0  (Wednesday,
February 28, 2024)

It’s now possible to change input/output devices from
settings menu.
Added a new category for apps: Clients.



Apps: Moved ChatGPT client from Miscellaneous apps to
clients.
It’s  no  longer  possible  to  receive  updates  with  no
active licenses.
MANotepad can now open and manage PDF files.

Changes  of  version  0.23.0  (Wednesday,
February 21, 2024)

Added an experimental online translator.
Added settings menu to the main menu.
It’s now possible to reset settings from settings menu.
Media related apps: Your preferences now save in each
app.
Media  downloader:  URLs  are  now  automatically  cleared
after downloading.

Changes  of  version  0.22.0  (Wednesday,
February 21, 2024)

Apps: Added an ability to open a random app.
Recoded Color detector.
Accessibility: Added a new app: Accessigram (Accessible
telegram).
Memory games: Added a new game: Mathematical operations.
Miscellaneous  games:  Added  a  new  game:  General
knowledge.

Changes  of  version  0.21.0  (Friday,
January 26, 2024)

Added a new category for Games: Miscellaneous games.
Fixed conflicts of app and game category names.
Miscellaneous games: Added a new game: Russian roulette.
Thanks to Abbass Hoseini for their suggestion.
Games: Added an ability to play a random game.



MA All in one now provides comprehensive support for a
wider  range  of  Windows  operating  systems,  including
Windows 7 SP1(*) (x64, x86), Windows 8.1 (x64, x86),
Windows 10 Version 1607+ (x64, x86, Arm64), Windows 11
Version 22000+ (x64, x86, Arm64), Windows Server 2012+
(x64, x86), Windows Server Core 2012+ (x64, x86), & Nano
Server Version 1809+ (x64). Previously, it was limited
to  supporting  Windows  10  Version  1607+  (x64,  x86,
Arm64), Windows 11 Version 22000+ (x64, x86, Arm64),
Windows Server 2012+ (x64, x86), Windows Server Core
2012+ (x64, x86), & Nano Server Version 1809+ (x64).

Changes  of  version  0.20.0  (Tuesday,
December 26, 2023)

MATranslate:  Added  the  following  translation  engines:
Bing translate, ChatGPT.
MATranslate:  You  can  now  listen  to  pronunciation  of
translated texts by pressing Control P.
MATranslate: Added an ability to automatically detect
the source language.
MATranslate:  Added  an  ability  to  use  multiple
translation engines simultaneously.
You can now purchase your license key from the app.

Changes  of  version  0.19.0  (Thursday,
December 21, 2023)

Component updater: You no longer receive announcements
when components are being updated.
Productivity: Added a new app: MATranslate.
You can no longer open multiple instances of the same
app or game simultaneously.
Fixed visibility issues with `MA-All-in-one` window and
secondary windows.
Miscellaneous: Added ChatGPT client.



Changes  of  version  0.18.0  (Monday,
December 11, 2023)

Added a component updater.
Accessibility: Added a new app: MA OCR.
Added an ability to make shortcuts of each app or game
within desktop.
Recoded how notepad opens for better performance.
MAWorld: Added server uptime.

Changes  of  version  0.17.0  (Wednesday,
November 22, 2023)

Board games: Added a new game: Snakes and ladders.
1000 miles & Chess: The game will now exit later than
before when someone wins.
Games: Current player’s turn is now announced when a
turn-based game starts.
Added a new category for apps: Accessibility.
Accessibility: Added a new app: Color detector.

Changes  of  version  0.16.0  (Saturday,
November 18, 2023)

Recoded the updater to make the app load faster than
before.
Media  downloader:  All  files  downloaded  by  media
downloader now go to the downloads folder in the app
folder itself.
Media  downloader:  Now  the  components  will  check  for
updates  whenever  a  file  is  about  to  be  downloaded
through them rather than at startup.
Media player: Displaying elapsed time on screen with
Control + T is now accessible to all users.
Added a help section that can be viewed by pressing F1
in each app or game.



Changes  of  version  0.15.0  (Tuesday,
November 14, 2023)

Reorganized all Apps and games.
Combined all downloaders to make a media downloader.
Renamed file converter to media converter.
Added a sound updater for all apps and games.
Added license system.

Changes  of  version  0.14.0  (Friday,
November 10, 2023)

MAWorld: Fixed wall detection.
Games: Added a new game: Recall numbers.
Games: Added a new game: Chess.
Games: Added a new game: War.
Games: Added a new game: 1000 Miles.

Changes  of  version  0.13.0  (Thursday,
October 12, 2023)

You can now open menu items by pressing enter or by
clicking via mouse. Thus removed the context menu and
ability to open from there.
Spotify downloader: Download status is now accessible to
the blind.
The main menu now has a size of 800×600 pixels, making
it more suitable for a standard window size.
MAWorld: Fixed air detection in cameras.
Media player: Title of the playing file now appears at
startup.

Changes  of  version  0.12.0  (Wednesday,
October 11, 2023)

MAWorld: Fixed being in the air.



MAWorld: Added weapon system.
Youtube downloader: Fixed the Youtube downloader.
Youtube downloader: The downloader will now check for
update at startup.
Youtube downloader: Download status is now accessible to
the blind.

Changes of version 0.11.0 (Thursday, July
13, 2023)

MAWorld: Added camera.
MAWorld:  You  can  now  check  the  camera  position  by
pressing C while holding the G key.
Games: Added a new game: Showdown.
Misc: Added MA audio-image merger.
Misc: Added CD drive controller.

Changes of version 0.10.0 (Monday, July
03, 2023)

The treeview menu is now collapsed by default.
Recoded the updater.
Added a new section: Convertors.
Convertors: Added MA File Converter.
Added a new section: Misc.

Changes  of  version  0.9.0  (Monday,  June
26, 2023)

Added a new section: Text editors.
Text editors: Added MANotepad.
Introducing MAT (MA Text File) format.
Media player: You can now know the elapsed time of the
playing track by pressing Control T.
Media player: You can now go to a specified time of the
playing track by pressing Control G.



Changes of version 0.8.0 (Thursday, June
15, 2023)

MAWorld: Added chatting.
MAWorld: Added buffers.
MAWorld: Added an Account system.
MAWorld:  Added  an  ability  to  check  for  the  current
online players.
MAWorld: Added pinging.

Changes of version 0.7.0 (Saturday, June
10, 2023)

Added the application icon (A white chain that connected
two letters of my first name (MA) at the top and two
letters of my last name (AB) below it).
Media player: Fixed uppercase file format detection.
Media player: Fixed file browsing.
MAWorld: Added main menu.
MAWorld: The game is online from now on.

Changes  of  version  0.6.0  (Sunday,  June
04, 2023)

Media Player: The media player can now play links.
Now the program will check for updates only when you are
connected to the internet.
MAWorld: Recoded walking.
MAWorld: Added wall detection when walking.
The  program  will  now  check  for  updates  only  when
directly run by the user.

Changes  of  version  0.5.0  (Tuesday,  May
30, 2023)

MAWorld: You can no longer walk with unlimited speed.



MAWorld: Added jumping and falling system.
MAWorld: Added health system.
MAWorld: You can now turn around.
Added an auto-updater.

Changes of version 0.4.0 (Sunday, May 28,
2023)

MAWorld: Added zones.
MAWorld: Added sound sources.
Added a new section: Media players.
Media players: Added a media player.
File downloaders: Added Spotify downloader.

Changes of version 0.3.0 (Thursday, May
18, 2023)

Added a map system.
Introducing MA-All-in-one (collection of every possible
thing that I wrote and will write in the future).
Added a new section: File downloaders.
File downloaders: Added a YouTube downloader.
MAWorld: You can now go up and down stairs.

Changes  of  version  0.2.0  (Tuesday,  May
09, 2023)

You can now walk around by pressing arrows.
Added Text to Speech support.
You can now press C to check your coordinates.
Added a sound system.
You can now press Escape to exit from the game.

Changes  of  version  0.1.0  (Tuesday,  May



02, 2023)
Released the first version on Tuesday, May 02, 2023.

We hope you enjoy all the new features and improvements in MA-
All-in-one version 0.40.0! Dive into the exciting new games,
explore  the  latest  apps,  and  experience  a  smoother,  more
engaging  user  interface.  Thank  you  for  being  part  of  our
community, and happy exploring!

MA-All-in-one  Anniversary
Celebration
Want to listen to the article instead? click here
Greetings!

Today marks the one-year anniversary of MA-All-in-one, and I’m
thrilled to extend my deepest gratitude for your unwavering
support throughout this journey. With your encouragement, I am
driven to introduce a plethora of exciting features in its
second year of existence!

Over the past year, I’ve been diligently working, and I’m
excited to announce that I’ve rolled out Thirty-six versions,
along with eleven apps and seventeen games, each brimming with
enhancements  and  refinements.  You’ll  find  this  year’s
changelog  outlined  below.

Reflecting on the accomplishments of MA-All-in-one’s inaugural
year, I’m pleased to present an impressive array of apps and
games that now call our platform home:

https://mahdiabedi.com/ma-all-in-one-anniversary-celebration/
https://mahdiabedi.com/ma-all-in-one-anniversary-celebration/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRCjEory220


Apps:

Accessibility Apps:
Accessigram
Color Detector

Clients:
ChatGPT Client

Media-related Apps:
Media Converter
Media Downloader
Media Player

Miscellaneous Apps:
Audio-Image Merger
CD Drive Controller
MA Midi Keyboard

Productivity Apps:
MANotepad
MATranslate

Games:

Board Games:
Chess
Snakes and Ladders



Card Games:
1000 Miles
Crazy Eights
Escoba
Ninety-Nine
Scopa
War

FPS Games:
MAWorld

Memory Games:
Mathematical Operations
Recall Numbers

Miscellaneous Games:
Endless Objects
General Knowledge
Russian Roulette

Rhythm Action Games:
Bop It

Sports Games:
Pong
Showdown

Without further ado, here’s a comprehensive list of all the
changes implemented over the past year:



Changes:

Changes of version 0.36.0 (Incomplete)
MAWorld: Added new items.
MAWorld: Added an inventory system.
…

Changes  of  version  0.35.0  (Thursday,
April 25, 2024)

MAWorld: Shifted the game from online to offline status
due to current lack of online expertise.
MAWorld: Added enemies.
MAWorld: You can now check the list of your kills by
pressing K.
MAWorld: Added over 8 new weapons.
MAWorld: Added items.

Changes of version 0.34.0 (Sunday, April
21, 2024)

Media player: Youtube links now play correctly.
Improvement: Window handling.
Media downloader: Recoded the download progress bar.
Mathematical operations: Added the following operations:
Exponents, Square Roots, and Percentages.
Changes  list  is  now  included  within  the  collection
itself rather than a text file.

Changes  of  version  0.33.0  (Wednesday,
April 17, 2024)

Media downloader: Optimized the downloader to make it
faster than before.
Added an about section.



Miscellaneous apps: Added a new app: MA Midi Keyboard.
Media player: It’s now possible to search YouTube by
pressing Control+Y.
Media player: It’s now possible to listen to online
radios by pressing Control+R.

Changes of version 0.32.0 (Friday, March
29, 2024)

Card games: Added a new game: Ninety-nine.
Card games: Added a new game: Scopa.
Card games: Added a new game: Escoba.
Games: R now speaks the current round in round-based
games.
Media downloader: YouTube playlists now have their own
folder after downloading.

Changes of version 0.31.0 (Friday, March
22, 2024)

Card games: Fixed 1000 miles.
Games: Added bots to the following games: Card games,
Russian roulette.
Games:  Pressing  W  now  displays  the  total  number  of
players in bot-added games.
Card games: Pressing C now shows the last card on the
table.
Games: Pressing T now indicates whose turn it currently
is in bot-added games.

Changes  of  version  0.30.0  (Wednesday,
March 20, 2024)

Endless objects: Added police cars.
MA-All-in-one now loads faster than before.
Endless  Objects:  Police  cars  are  now  capable  of



colliding with other objects.
Card games: Added a new game: Crazy eights.
Card games: Recoded war.

Changes of version 0.29.0 (Monday, March
18, 2024)

Improved the online translator to be faster than before.
It’s now possible to select the input and output devices
when launching MA-All-in-one for the first time.
Sport games: You’ll now be notified of game stats when
each game ends.
Endless  objects:  Added  the  following  passing  ways:
Horse, Scoreboard, Bicycle, Car.
Endless objects: Added items.

Changes of version 0.28.0 (Sunday, March
17, 2024)

Sport games: Added a new game: Pong.
Miscellaneous games: Added a new game: Endless objects.
Fixed exiting from each app or game.
Added a new category for Games: Rhythm action games.
Rhythm action games: Added a new game: Bop it.

Changes of version 0.27.0 (Tuesday, March
12, 2024)

MANotepad: Fixed document management.
MANotepad: When going to the previous page of a document
by hand, It no longer goes to where page starts at.
MANotepad: It’s now possible to open and OCR images.
Apps:  Removed  MA  OCR  as  MANotepad  performs  OCR
operations from now on.
Media Player: Fixed file sorting while navigating to the
next/previous file.



Changes  of  version  0.26.0  (Thursday,
February 29, 2024)

MANotepad: Added options sub menu.
MANotepad: Sounds can now be muted and unmuted from the
options sub menu.
MA OCR: You can now save the recognized text by pressing
Control+S.
MANotepad: It’s now possible to OCR images automatically
when opening a document if needed. Toggleable in options
sub menu.
Media downloader: It’s now possible to download a list
of URLs contained in a file.

Changes  of  version  0.25.0  (Wednesday,
February 28, 2024)

Apps:  PDF  management  is  now  better  than  before  in
required apps.
MANotepad:  Added  page  support  to  text  files  and
specifically to MAT (MAText) file format.
MANotepad: You can now search between pages by pressing
Alt+G.
MANotepad: You can now find text by pressing Control+F.
MANotepad: You can now move between lines by pressing
Control+G.

Changes  of  version  0.24.0  (Wednesday,
February 28, 2024)

It’s now possible to change input/output devices from
settings menu.
Added a new category for apps: Clients.
Apps: Moved ChatGPT client from Miscellaneous apps to
clients.
It’s  no  longer  possible  to  receive  updates  with  no



active licenses.
MANotepad can now open and manage PDF files.

Changes  of  version  0.23.0  (Wednesday,
February 21, 2024)

Added an experimental online translator.
Added settings menu to the main menu.
It’s now possible to reset settings from settings menu.
Media related apps: Your preferences now save in each
app.
Media  downloader:  URLs  are  now  automatically  cleared
after downloading.

Changes  of  version  0.22.0  (Wednesday,
February 21, 2024)

Apps: Added an ability to open a random app.
Recoded Color detector.
Accessibility: Added a new app: Accessigram (Accessible
telegram).
Memory games: Added a new game: Mathematical operations.
Miscellaneous  games:  Added  a  new  game:  General
knowledge.

Changes  of  version  0.21.0  (Friday,
January 26, 2024)

Added a new category for Games: Miscellaneous games.
Fixed conflicts of app and game category names.
Miscellaneous games: Added a new game: Russian roulette.
Thanks to Abbass Hoseini for their suggestion.
Games: Added an ability to play a random game.
MA All in one now provides comprehensive support for a
wider  range  of  Windows  operating  systems,  including
Windows 7 SP1(*) (x64, x86), Windows 8.1 (x64, x86),



Windows 10 Version 1607+ (x64, x86, Arm64), Windows 11
Version 22000+ (x64, x86, Arm64), Windows Server 2012+
(x64, x86), Windows Server Core 2012+ (x64, x86), & Nano
Server Version 1809+ (x64). Previously, it was limited
to  supporting  Windows  10  Version  1607+  (x64,  x86,
Arm64), Windows 11 Version 22000+ (x64, x86, Arm64),
Windows Server 2012+ (x64, x86), Windows Server Core
2012+ (x64, x86), & Nano Server Version 1809+ (x64).

Changes  of  version  0.20.0  (Tuesday,
December 26, 2023)

MATranslate:  Added  the  following  translation  engines:
Bing translate, ChatGPT.
MATranslate:  You  can  now  listen  to  pronunciation  of
translated texts by pressing Control P.
MATranslate: Added an ability to automatically detect
the source language.
MATranslate:  Added  an  ability  to  use  multiple
translation engines simultaneously.
You can now purchase your license key from the app.

Changes  of  version  0.19.0  (Thursday,
December 21, 2023)

Component updater: You no longer receive announcements
when components are being updated.
Productivity: Added a new app: MATranslate.
You can no longer open multiple instances of the same
app or game simultaneously.
Fixed visibility issues with `MA-All-in-one` window and
secondary windows.
Miscellaneous: Added ChatGPT client.

Changes  of  version  0.18.0  (Monday,



December 11, 2023)
Added a component updater.
Accessibility: Added a new app: MA OCR.
Added an ability to make shortcuts of each app or game
within desktop.
Recoded how notepad opens for better performance.
MAWorld: Added server uptime.

Changes  of  version  0.17.0  (Wednesday,
November 22, 2023)

Board games: Added a new game: Snakes and ladders.
1000 miles & Chess: The game will now exit later than
before when someone wins.
Games: Current player’s turn is now announced when a
turn-based game starts.
Added a new category for apps: Accessibility.
Accessibility: Added a new app: Color detector.

Changes  of  version  0.16.0  (Saturday,
November 18, 2023)

Recoded the updater to make the app load faster than
before.
Media  downloader:  All  files  downloaded  by  media
downloader now go to the downloads folder in the app
folder itself.
Media  downloader:  Now  the  components  will  check  for
updates  whenever  a  file  is  about  to  be  downloaded
through them rather than at startup.
Media player: Displaying elapsed time on screen with
Control + T is now accessible to all users.
Added a help section that can be viewed by pressing F1
in each app or game.



Changes  of  version  0.15.0  (Tuesday,
November 14, 2023)

Reorganized all Apps and games.
Combined all downloaders to make a media downloader.
Renamed file converter to media converter.
Added a sound updater for all apps and games.
Added license system.

Changes  of  version  0.14.0  (Friday,
November 10, 2023)

MAWorld: Fixed wall detection.
Games: Added a new game: Recall numbers.
Games: Added a new game: Chess.
Games: Added a new game: War.
Games: Added a new game: 1000 Miles.

Changes  of  version  0.13.0  (Thursday,
October 12, 2023)

You can now open menu items by pressing enter or by
clicking via mouse. Thus removed the context menu and
ability to open from there.
Spotify downloader: Download status is now accessible to
the blind.
The main menu now has a size of 800×600 pixels, making
it more suitable for a standard window size.
MAWorld: Fixed air detection in cameras.
Media player: Title of the playing file now appears at
startup.

Changes  of  version  0.12.0  (Wednesday,
October 11, 2023)

MAWorld: Fixed being in the air.



MAWorld: Added weapon system.
Youtube downloader: Fixed the Youtube downloader.
Youtube downloader: The downloader will now check for
update at startup.
Youtube downloader: Download status is now accessible to
the blind.

Changes of version 0.11.0 (Thursday, July
13, 2023)

MAWorld: Added camera.
MAWorld:  You  can  now  check  the  camera  position  by
pressing C while holding the G key.
Games: Added a new game: Showdown.
Misc: Added MA audio-image merger.
Misc: Added CD drive controller.

Changes of version 0.10.0 (Monday, July
03, 2023)

The treeview menu is now collapsed by default.
Recoded the updater.
Added a new section: Convertors.
Convertors: Added MA File Converter.
Added a new section: Misc.

Changes  of  version  0.9.0  (Monday,  June
26, 2023)

Added a new section: Text editors.
Text editors: Added MANotepad.
Introducing MAT (MA Text File) format.
Media player: You can now know the elapsed time of the
playing track by pressing Control T.
Media player: You can now go to a specified time of the
playing track by pressing Control G.



Changes of version 0.8.0 (Thursday, June
15, 2023)

MAWorld: Added chatting.
MAWorld: Added buffers.
MAWorld: Added an Account system.
MAWorld:  Added  an  ability  to  check  for  the  current
online players.
MAWorld: Added pinging.

Changes of version 0.7.0 (Saturday, June
10, 2023)

Added the application icon (A white chain that connected
two letters of my first name (MA) at the top and two
letters of my last name (AB) below it).
Media player: Fixed uppercase file format detection.
Media player: Fixed file browsing.
MAWorld: Added main menu.
MAWorld: The game is online from now on.

Changes  of  version  0.6.0  (Sunday,  June
04, 2023)

Media Player: The media player can now play links.
Now the program will check for updates only when you are
connected to the internet.
MAWorld: Recoded walking.
MAWorld: Added wall detection when walking.
The  program  will  now  check  for  updates  only  when
directly run by the user.

Changes  of  version  0.5.0  (Tuesday,  May
30, 2023)

MAWorld: You can no longer walk with unlimited speed.



MAWorld: Added jumping and falling system.
MAWorld: Added health system.
MAWorld: You can now turn around.
Added an auto-updater.

Changes of version 0.4.0 (Sunday, May 28,
2023)

MAWorld: Added zones.
MAWorld: Added sound sources.
Added a new section: Media players.
Media players: Added a media player.
File downloaders: Added Spotify downloader.

Changes of version 0.3.0 (Thursday, May
18, 2023)

Added a map system.
Introducing MA-All-in-one (collection of every possible
thing that I wrote and will write in the future).
Added a new section: File downloaders.
File downloaders: Added a YouTube downloader.
MAWorld: You can now go up and down stairs.

Changes  of  version  0.2.0  (Tuesday,  May
09, 2023)

You can now walk around by pressing arrows.
Added Text to Speech support.
You can now press C to check your coordinates.
Added a sound system.
You can now press Escape to exit from the game.

Changes  of  version  0.1.0  (Tuesday,  May



02, 2023)
Released the first version on Tuesday, May 02, 2023.

Price
Two euros per month.

As we celebrate this milestone, I want to express my heartfelt
appreciation  for  your  continuous  support  and  enthusiasm.
Together,  we’ve  built  something  truly  remarkable,  and  I’m
incredibly excited about the journey ahead. Here’s to many
more years of innovation, growth, and shared experiences with
MA-All-in-one!

Don’t forget, To download MA-All-in-one and to purchase your
license, please visit here

Thank you once again for being a part of this incredible
journey!

Spoilering  about  iOS,  by
Deborah
Listen to Deborah’s spoiler

https://mahdiabedi.com/maallinone
https://mahdiabedi.com/spoilering-about-ios-by-deborah/
https://mahdiabedi.com/spoilering-about-ios-by-deborah/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oS1S4UXBjM&t=356s


Welcome to my blog!
Greetings everyone!
I am thrilled to extend a warm welcome to all visitors of
mahdiabedi.com! My name is Mahdi Abedi, and I am both a game
developer  and  programmer.  I  am  excited  to  embark  on  this
journey of sharing my insights, experiences, and creations
with you through this platform.
As a blind individual passionate about technology and gaming,
I aim to offer a unique perspective on the world of game
development and programming. Through my blog posts, I hope to
provide valuable content that not only entertains but also
educates and inspires.
This website will serve as a hub for various topics related to
game  development,  programming,  accessibility  in  technology,
and much more. I am eager to delve into discussions, share
tutorials, and showcase my projects with all of you.
Your feedback and comments are incredibly valuable to me. I
encourage  you  to  engage  with  the  content  by  sharing  your
thoughts  below  each  post.  Your  opinions  will  guide  me  in
refining my content and ensuring that it resonates with you.
Thank  you  for  visiting  mahdiabedi.com!  I  look  forward  to
connecting with each and every one of you as we embark on this
exciting journey together.

https://mahdiabedi.com/hello-world/
https://mahdiabedi.com

